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Dear Sirs,

I strongly oppose the proposal for this Sunnica instillation.

From the first on line meetings we were un able to respond verbally, we were only allowed to text comments
that were answered on mass, and we were given very vague answers without details. On attending meetings
much later , again the representatives sent were  sadly not always able to supply or give details to any answer. 
This I found very worrying.

This site will be far too big for such close proximity to our small villages and narrow well used roads which we
all use daily for shopping, work and schools.
The first 2 years of heavy goods vehicles , digging out deep trenches for cables and delivery of thousands of
panels and instillation pylons will disrupt everyone who lives here ,or wishes to visit any one here.  I am very
upset by this and how we have been treated by Sunnica and any of their responses. 

I  feel all the dust and building particulate and extra traffic fumes will affect my
breathing as we are on one of the roads to be used.   I am very concerned for the wildlife and how the high wire
fences ,night lights and hammering of the solar panels supports will affect all wildlife surrounding us, we have
bats ,swifts and curlews as well as owls and deer.

I am against the battery storage ,we have no fire or safety plan in place ,and I am very concerned  regarding the
size ,safety and hum of the battery storage . If a fire was to occur I feel we would be engulfed with smoke and
fumes as due to the size we would have no escape route ,as we would be completely surrounded for miles. And
no way of putting the fire out.  Solar farms of this huge size are normally miles from people and are in desserts,
where as here you plan to put them by our homes and schools and our beautiful villages will become a
industrial  nightmare, everyone I speak to locally is very worried about fires, we should not be living in fear in
our own homes ,this has been a very stressful time for all.   We have 12 small approved well planned correctly
sizes farms already  in our area, and we are not normally against anything to improve society, but in this
instance this is so wrong ,so big and so unsafe and never tested to this scale, you will be responsible if anything
happens to us all in a fire or explosion ...this is not safe.... not tested ,and should not be placed around villages.

Also, we can’t eat electricity ,and you are using arable land ,and this  is increasing the carbon footprint for food
being brought in. This  soil grading issues has been debated where reports taken by our say no to Sunnica action
group  have not been looked at and in some cases they have not been able to get soil samples from requested
areas.
This is a one sided report I feel and  not enough evidence  is available to allow both sides to be reviewed. Very
concerned.

There is still no answer to the value Sunnica are getting insured for the removal of toxic panels, that can’t be
recycled and removal of pylons and battery storage in 40 years time. The person submitting this proposal at one
meeting said they will be selling on to developers   Where is the committed answer we have no end owner
liability  ...this needs to be put in place now .  Again very concerned.

Kind Regards

A very worried resident

I E Attree

Sent from my iPad
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